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Snapshots:Swept Away
Activity Guide

Continue the adventure after 
the show with these off-screen 
activities!

Thank you for watching with us 
and we hope to see you soon!
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Outdoor Adventure
Take some time to today to explore outdoors and see what 
things from “Swept Away” you can find!

Try and find the following objects:

● A long stick (12”-15”)
● A small twig (2”-6”)
● Leaves of different sizes, shapes, & colors
● Rocks with different textures & shapes
● A river, stream, or puddle
● Grass you can roll around on
● A tree you can hide behind
● A large rock you can climb (safely!)

As you look for these items, see what other 
outdoor discoveries you find along the way!
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Build a Blanket Fort
In today’s episode, our friends had fun 
playing creatively in their own blanket forts. 
Now, it’s your turn!

Take some time with your little one to create 
their own world of adventure. Use boxes, 
blankets, stuffed animals, lights, pillows, and 
anything else that makes your fort special! 

Enter into your blanket fort and be 
transported to a whole new world.

*See the next slide for creative ways to enter 
your fort!
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Door to a New World
Our friends in Swept Away journeyed to a 
new world through cardboard boxes. 
With some imagination, you can too!

Take a cardboard box and flatten it or 
cut it open. Give your little one some 
crayons or markers to draw and 
decorate their magic doorway.

Place their creation in front of their 
Blanket Fort so they can travel to a new 
world just like our adventurers!
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Thank you for being a part of the Arts On The Horizon Family!
If you would like to make a donation to support continued programming during the pandemic, 

please check out our donation page: 
https://www.mightycause.com/organization/Arts-On-The-Horizon

Support for Swept Away is provided in part by
  the Alexandria Commission for the Arts, the Andrew Family 

Foundation Jr. Board, the National Endowment for the Arts, and 
the Virginia Commission for the Arts

https://www.mightycause.com/organization/Arts-On-The-Horizon

